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Abstract
High-performance computing is an important component for various scientific
researches. Many physical, seismological, or astrological simulations would
not be possible without the use of super-computing technology. In order to
ensure the best performance, not only the simulation needs to be optimized
for a parallel environment but the output process as well. This optimization
of the output mechanism is not trivial and involves various difficulties. Although many simulations share common characteristics, especially regarding
the structure of their output, each of them deals with those difficulties on their
own.
The aim of this thesis is to provide a generic framework that can be used by
many different HPC applications. It handles the difficulties and provides an
easy to use API to be utilized by the simulations. Due to its abstract design
it is applicable to most mesh-based computations and therefore prevents the
unnecessary reinvention of output writing techniques.
The library has been successfully integrated into a couple of projects as part of
this thesis. It showed good performance and demonstrated the full functionality
of all its new features. In conclusion, this library offers a great framework for
many HPC applications to use for their output generation.
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1 Introduction
Since the construction of the first computers, solving large mathematical problems in order to model physical processes has been one of their main purposes.
Until today, larger and larger clusters get built for the simulation of various
physical models and natural phenomena such as seismic activities, weather, or
astronomical events. All these simulations produce massive amounts of data
that need to be stored for postprocessing, checkpointing, or other interests. For
the sake of the overall performance this output process needs to be optimized
for a highly parallel environment just like the simulation itself. Although this
is not a trivial task, most applications still implement their very own output
writer which means that various optimization techniques get reinvented over
and over.
Avoiding this practice is the aim of this thesis. It provides a generic output writer
that fits for many mesh-based supercomputing applications. It is designed to
be as abstract as necessary in order to be applicable to many different use cases
while still being as efficient as possible.
Although it implements many new features, this library is not developed from
scratch but is the further development of an already existing one. That library
is described in Section 2.3.4 and the paper [RB15]. It was made to generate
output for a specific type of simulation only. Therefore, the task of this thesis is
the generalization of that library so it can be used in many other simulations as
well.
The new library, just like the original one, is capable of writing either pure
binary output or files of the Hierarchical Data Format 5 (HDF5). HDF5 has
been particularly developed for storing large amounts of data like in scientific
simulations. On top of both output formats an Extensible Data Model and
Format (XDMF) file gets generated which ties the raw data together. Using the
XDMF file the output can easily be visualized with tools like ParaView.
In contrast to the original library it is now possible to use the writer with much
more different simulations. A simulation may now change the underlying
mesh during runtime. Therefore, mesh refinements are now natively supported.
Furthermore, simulations are not bound to store their data in cells anymore
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as the program has been adapted to handle data stored in vertices just as well.
With the new version it has also become possible to select the desired output
method during runtime instead of compilation time. Finally, two more mesh
topologies are supported by the writer.
In order to demonstrate the new features and to propagate the library to
potential users, it has been integrated into three projects as part of this thesis.
These projects are currently under development at the Technische Universität
München (TUM) and the Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München (LMU)
respectively. They are all large scale applications, yet they have very different
demands when it comes to the output. Some keep one mesh generated at the
beginning, others refine their mesh according to their needs. Some keep their
data stored in cells, another one uses data stored in vertices. This diversity
is an excellent opportunity to demonstrate the generic nature and, associated
therewith, the large potential of the new XdmfWriter.
Chapter 2 provides background information about high-performance computing (HPC) in general and more specifically on data output. The design of the
Generic Xdmf Writer is depicted in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 shows insights
into the way the new features have been implemented. The integration of
the Generic Xdmf Writer into other projects and the results that have been
achieved are described in Chapter 5. Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the work
and its results.

2

2 Background
2.1 High-Performance Computing
High-performance computing is a substantial technology in a wide range of
application areas. This section will provide a foundation and some background
information about HPC. It is based on explications by Ertl [Ert15] and Barney
[Bar].
The first step to increase performance of computers was to enhance the existing
hardware. Therefore, transistors were manufactured smaller and smaller to
fit more of them in a processor. Unfortunately, this could not be continued
endlessly and as a consequence other optimizations had to be faced.
The next enhancement was to distribute the workload over several computing
units. A single processing chip now contained multiple individual cores. To
date, two different architectures of these multi-core chips are common. The
first ones are regular Central Processing Units (CPUs). They are more complex
and therefore more versatile, have a high performance per core but have a
comparably small number of cores per chip. The other ones are General
Purpose Graphical Processing Units (GPGPUs). These come with a larger
number of cores that are limited to a smaller set of instructions. GPGPUs are
therefore valuable for simpler computations that need to be repeated or applied
to a whole array of values.
HPC clusters take this parallelism one step further. They combine multiple
processors into nodes, each with their own memory. The whole cluster in turn
may be comprised of up to millions of those nodes.
In this cluster architecture, two different types of parallel computing can be
found. One is the shared memory model, the other the distributed memory model.
On todays clusters, the shared memory is only used between processors inside one node whereas the distributed model is used between nodes. Shared
memory is a rather simple model. All processes share one memory and use
the same address space which they access asynchronously. Therefore, various
mechanisms like locks and semaphores are needed to ensure a coordinated use
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of the memory and prevent deadlocks and race conditions. On the other hand,
data does not have to be exchanged between processes explicitly because the
whole memory is accessible by all processes. This can simplify a program’s
development. Shared memory is often used with either POSIX threads or the
OpenMP standard. The former allows and requires a more detailed implementation by the programmer whereas the latter is directive based and can be used
very easily. In the distributed memory model every processor has its own local
memory. This simplifies computations on a single CPU because mechanisms
like locks and semaphores are not needed. Likewise, cache coherence is not
an issue in this case. Since there is no global address space for all processors,
data has to be communicated explicitly. The programmer has to actively design
this communication with cooperative send and receive messages that have to
be matched carefully to one another. The de facto industry standard for this
is the Message Passing Interface (MPI). MPI is described in more detail in
Section 2.3.3.
Finally, an aspect of super-computing that plays an important role in the overall
performance of HPC applications is I/O. There are several considerations that
have to be taken into account when an efficient strategy for data in- and output
has to be chosen. Implementing I/O in the right manner can have a significant
impact on an application’s performance. Since this thesis is dedicated to
those I/O issues, the following chapter will give a detailed insight in relevant
aspects.

2.2 I/O
In- and output are essential parts of any simulation. The general purpose of
I/O includes the saving of the simulated values on a storage device for later
analysis and visualization. Checkpointing is another common goal of I/O. It
is used to restore the last state of the simulation in case of system failures.
Since this thesis concentrates on the output of data, the following sections will
illuminate important aspects of storing data in HPC contexts.

2.2.1 Block Alignment
An important decision in HPC data output is the way the data is written
by multiple processors. The following will show different approaches with
their advantages and disadvantages. This is based on information by the
National Energy Research Scientific Computing Center (NERSC) [NER] and
Ertl [Ert15].
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Figure 2.1: Approaches for parallel output, adapted from [NER]
Figure 2.1 shows the three most common ways of writing data in parallel.
Circles depict processes, rectangles files, and rectangles with rounded corners
cache memory of processes. The illustrated models work like described in the
following.
File-per-processor The simplest method is shown in the first Figure 2.1a. Every
processor holds a file handle to its own file. Using this structure allows
completely independent writing for all processes without any coordination required. It is therefore the easiest to implement. However, this
method also has serious drawbacks. Even though parallel file systems
may not have problems writing up to several thousand files concurrently,
storing meta-data for such a large number of files greatly reduces the performance. This large number of files may also quickly become unwieldy
to manage and some programs working on the files may become very
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slow or even fail completely. Another disadvantage arises when the files
should be used as input again, for example in checkpointing. Since the
number and layout of processors is implicitly stored in the structure of
the files, an application, which should continue to write to the files, has
to use the exact same setup.
Shared-file (independent) In this method, shown in Figure 2.1b, only one file
is being written. All processors share a common handle to this file.
Although they can still write independently conflicts may happen when
two processes try to access the same region in the file. In this case the file
system manages the access to the region by allowing only one process to
write to a region at any given time. This is necessary in order to ensure
the integrity of the file but it also decreases the performance because some
processes may become idle waiting for access permissions. On the other
hand, this method has its advantage in the portability of the output. As
only one file is generated, this can be handled and used easily by any
other application.
Shared-file (collective buffering) The last variant is depicted in Figure 2.1c.
Some processes get chosen to be the so called aggregators. It is their
additional task to collect the data from the other processes and then write
it to the file. This leads to several advantages. Firstly, the number of file
accesses is reduced. Secondly, processes can return to their computation
tasks after they have passed their data to an aggregator. The number of
idle processes of the previous method is thereby reduced significantly.
Lastly, the aggregators can be chosen in such a way that they match the
block size of the file system. In doing so, no more conflicts of contesting
processes over a file region can occur and the file system does not have to
serialize these operations. Therefore, this method combines advantages of
the previous two methods and yields the best performance and usability.
In conclusion, aligning the data to file system blocks yields the best performance
for the output process. Since this thesis aims to present a generic output writer
with optimal characteristics, the collective buffering method with aggregator
processes aligned to file system blocks has been chosen.

2.2.2 Process Border
When a simulation is computed by multiple processors, the mesh has to be
divided among those. Every processor is then responsible for the subset of
cells it has been assigned to. This also means that every process holds its own
partition of the mesh. Once all processes write their mesh to an output file,
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vertices at the boundary between processes may get written multiple times.
Figure 2.2 shows a very simple example for this issue.
p2

p2

p3

p3

p2

p2

p3

p3

p0

p0

p1

p1

p0

p0

p1

p1

Figure 2.2: Example for duplicate vertices at process borders
Every of the four processes p0 to p3 has been assigned four cells. They all keep
their own mesh. In this case the partial meshes consist of four cells and nine
vertices each. This figure clearly shows that the vertices lying on a horizontal
or vertical middle axis of the grid are contained in at least two processes, the
center one even in all four.
Without doing any further adjustments an output of the mesh would therefore
result in 16 cells and 36 vertices being written even though the whole mesh
only has 25 vertices. The 11 extra vertices are a result of duplicated vertices due
to the mesh partitioning. Storing these would produce unnecessary overhead
or may even lead to a wrong interpretation of the stored mesh in any postprocessing and visualization steps. To counteract this, identical vertices need to
be identified and removed from all but one process during the output writing.
The XdmfWriter1 already implements such a vertex filter. This has been kept
for the development of the new Generic Xdmf Writer.

2.2.3 Output Format
Finally, the format of the output plays an important role. Several aspects need
to be considered for the decision of a good output format. These include:
•
•
•
•
•

Writing performance
Portability
Easy application of possible postprocessing steps
Visualization with common viewers
Data validity at any time (required for checkpointing)

1 For

a description of this library please see Section 2.3.4
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The writing performance is important for obvious reasons. Portability is also a
very useful feature of an output format. Otherwise the generated output may
not generally be used outside the simulation environment which significantly
lowers the usefulness. Related to this, the format should also allow for easy
visualization or other postprocessing. At best, the format is already compatible
with common visualization software. Finally, the output should be valid at
any time. This is an important feature for checkpointing where a consistent
output is needed if the computation suddenly breaks. Ensuring data validity
throughout the simulation is not only the duty of the output format but also
of the output writer itself. Nevertheless, the format should allow for an easy
implementation of this feature.
For this thesis a combination of XDMF and HDF5 has been chosen as the
output format. They both meet the listed requirements and provide numerous
advantages. More about these formats can be found in the following sections.

2.3 Technologies
For the realization of this thesis various tools were used. The following sections
will present these and provide a description of what they can be used for
followed by an illustration on how they have been used in the making of this
thesis.

2.3.1 XDMF
XDMF is short for “Extensible Data Model and Format”. It has been developed
to be a standard for the exchange of scientific data and aims to be used as a
common way of writing outputs of HPC applications as well as to ease coupling
of several independent computations. It is also designed to be visualizable with
programs like ParaView and EnSight. [Xdm]

2.3.1.1 XDMF Design
Data Model in Contrast to Data Format As the name implies, XDMF handles
the format of the data as well as the model of the data [Xdm]. The former specifies
information about the raw data. This includes the number type, for example
whether it is an integer or floating point number, its precision, rank, and
dimensions. Therefore, it determines how the raw data needs to be read to
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retrieve the original values. What it does not determine is the idea behind all the
raw data. This is where the model part comes in. It states what the numbers are
intended for. Thus, it gives the large chunks of numbers their actual meaning
in the overall context. Without the model it would be impossible to tell the
difference of data describing the coordinates of vertices, the connectivity of
cells, or the scalars of a vector.

Light and Heavy Data XDMF distinguishes between light and heavy data
[Xdm]. The latter contains the actual values whereas the former specifies how
this data has to be read. This enables very efficient ways of data storage during
the simulation. Heavy data is usually stored in HDF5 files, which are described
in detail in Section 2.3.2. Because they contain all the actual values of the
simulation, they can become very large. Nevertheless, there may be an arbitrary
number of those files, which are then connected and referenced by the light
data. This also means that during the simulation there is no need to move
around big chunks of data in order to store them in the correct position since
this position can easily be determined and altered using the light data.
Light data, on the other hand, is simply stored in an Extensible Markup
Language (XML) file. This file is also called the XDMF file. It contains all the
information about the data model and the data format. In the case of using
HDF5 files for the heavy data, the data format is additionally stored in these
files, even though, the heavy data file in general is not required to do so by the
XDMF specification.

2.3.1.2 Structure of an XDMF File
As already mentioned, an XDMF file is written in XML syntax. The following
will focus on the way a valid XDMF file is composed and how the above stated
data model and data format are represented in the structure.2
At the top level an Xdmf tag states the version used in this file and builds up the
root element for all the other following elements. The most basic elements in
XDMF are DataItems. In their simplest form they only hold some numbers. More
complex variants contain lists or tree structures consisting of more DataItems.
Another important form of a DataItem is the HyperSlab, which holds two more
DataItems. The first one specifies which elements of the second one should be
selected. By using this structure it is possible to use every n-th element up to a
2 Please

note that this description of XDMF files only consists of the parts relevant for this
thesis. For a full documentation please see: http://xdmf.org/index.php/XDMF_Model_and_
Format.
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total of t elements starting from element e. The values of DataItems can either
be written directly into the XML file or they may be linked from other files, for
example HDF5. These DataItems represent what was called the data format in
the previous section.
As already mentioned, XDMF files do not only store information about the
data format but also about the data model. In order to represent the data model,
XDMF provides so called Grid elements. These do not directly hold any values
but act as containers for other elements. A Grid always needs to have the
children elements Topology and Geometry. If it does not contain these elements
directly, it needs subordinate Grids providing them. Those subordinate grids
may represent meshes separated in either space or time. The Geometry contains
information about the location of the vertices. This can simply be a DataItem
holding an array of size n × m, where n is the number of vertices and m the
number of dimensions the mesh lives in. The Topology, on the other hand,
contains information about the connectivity of those vertices. Therefore, if the
mesh consists of c cells and each cell is build up by v vertices, the Topology can
be described using a DataItem holding an array of size c × v. Additionally, a
Grid may have an arbitrary number of Attributes containing values stored in the
mesh.
Figure 2.3 shows an example of an XDMF file on the left with the corresponding
heavy data file, in this case a skeleton of an HDF5 file, on the right. Please note
that the code is not entirely valid XDMF syntax as it has been cropped to the
relevant parts for this illustration. It should serve the purpose of giving an idea
how the files are designed rather than giving a full-featured code listing. The
top-level Grid element specifies a collection of temporally separated sub-grids.
In this example, only the first of those children, representing the first timestep,
is visible. It contains the mandatory elements Topology and Geometry as well
as two additional Attributes. All these entries do not contain the actual data
themselves but they link to the heavy data file. In this example, this is a HDF5
file storing four datasets. topo0 and geo0 describe a mesh embedded in 3D-space
consisting of c cells and v vertices. Each line in the topo0 array describes one
cell by listing the indices of the vertices in the geo0 array that the cell is made
up of. Each line in the geo0 array states the coordinates of one vertex. “Vertices
per cell” is the number of vertices needed to describe one cell of the mesh. For
example, if the mesh is build of tetrahedrons this would be 4, if it is build of
hexahedrons it would be 8. varA is a cell-variable, varB a vertex-variable. They
contain the actual values produced by the simulation. Both arrays consist of
one value for each cell or vertex, respectively.
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Light data (light.xdmf)

Heavy data (heavy.h5)
vertices per cell

< Grid GridType = " Collection "
Coll ection Type = " Temporal " >
< Grid Name = " Timestep0 " >
< Topology >
heavy . h5 / topo0
</ Topology >
< Geometry >
heavy . h5 / geo0
</ Geometry >
< Attribute Name = " varA " >
heavy . h5 / varA
</ Attribute >
< Attribute Name = " varB " >
heavy . h5 / varB
</ Attribute >
.
.
.

z




topo0 = c 





}|

{





coordinates

z

}|
{
 X Y Z 







geo0 = v 







c

</ Grid >
.
.
.
</ Grid >

varA =

z

varB =

z

}|

{
v

}|

{

Figure 2.3: Illustration of the light and heavy data design

2.3.1.3 Usage of XDMF in This Thesis
XDMF plays a central role in this thesis. All the output generated with the
library, that was developed in the scope of this thesis, is written in XDMF.
Hereby, several of XDMF’s strengths proved to be beneficial. For example,
changes in the way the values were written into files only needed some small
corrections in the XDMF file to link them correctly afterwards. It also made
the generic aspect of the library much easier as the XDMF file can join very
different files and structures containing the actual (heavy) data. Last but not
least, this library is based on another existing one3 which already uses XDMF
for data output.

2.3.2 HDF5
The Hierarchical Data Format 5 (HDF5) has been developed in order to simplify
the management of extremely large data structures. Its aim is to enable a very
efficient way to write and store large quantities of data while not having any
limits regarding file size or number of datasets. The HDF Group also provides
3 See

Section 2.3.4.
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libraries for some programming languages as well as other tools for the analysis
of HDF5 files. Nearly all of these tools are distributed under an open source
license. [The17]

2.3.2.1 Structure of an HDF5 File
An HDF5 file consists of groups and datasets.4 These are arranged very similarly
to the structure of files and directories in a UNIX file system. Using this
comparison, groups resemble directories and datasets resemble files. Every group,
including the root group of the HDF5 file, may have an arbitrary number of
children, being either groups themselves or datasets. Groups may be used to
create a tree structure. In this way data can be organized in a neat fashion.
Datasets are designed for actual values. These values may be of any type and
can be conveniently stored in arbitrarily sized arrays. [The17]

2.3.2.2 Tools and API
The HDF5 Group does not only develop the HDF5 standard and its corresponding file type but also several tools and libraries to interact with HDF5.
An Application Programming Interface (API) is provided for the languages C,
C++, Fortran 90, and Java. This API offers numerous functions for opening
files, setting up a structure of groups and datasets, writing data into the file,
and eventually closing it. All those methods are available for serial as well
as parallel environments and are fully compatible with the MPI standard.5
[The17]
Additionally to the API library, various programs were developed in order to
assist with the usage of HDF5 files. These include simple command line tools
as well as applications providing a graphical user interface (GUI). They can be
used to compare files, visualize their content, modify them and much more.

2.3.2.3 Usage of HDF5 in This Thesis
General Advantages The HDF5 framework allows efficient parallel access to
a HDF5 file, which makes it very interesting for the work in this thesis. After
getting, processing, and possibly rearranging the output data of a simulation,
4 Note

that it is also possible to store meta data with datasets but this was not needed in this
thesis.
5 For more information about MPI see Section 2.3.3.
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the Generic Xdmf Writer needs to write the data to a storage device. The
preferred option for doing so is by the usage of HDF5 due to its variety of
advantages:
Open source Everyone can get the library and its tools. Therefore, the usage
of the Generic Xdmf Writer is not bound to any commercial licences.
Portability It can be used for any kind of data and therefore adapted to many
different use cases which is a vital requirement in the development of a
generic library.
C++ API The fact that the HDF5 Group offers a C++ library makes it easy to
deal with HDF5 files in this C++ based work.
Parallel file access Since the Generic Xdmf Writer is to be used in HPC
applications running on multiple nodes, it is necessary to write the output
in parallel to achieve decent results.
Clean file structure The hierarchical structure of the HDF5 file provides an
easy mechanism for storing the simulation data in a well structured and
neat manner.

Testing Already during the development of the Generic Xdmf Writer continuous testing had to be done. In doing so, tools like h5dump and h5view
turned out to be very helpful in the analysis of the HDF5 output. Using those,
its content could be examined and checked for its validity.
After the development some additional tests needed to be done. In order to
check the validity of the output HDF5 files, other tools provided along with
the HDF5 library, were used. For example, in SeisSol the resulting HDF5 file
should be more or less identical to that produced with the predecessor6 of the
Generic Xdmf Writer. In order to ensure that this holds true, the tool h5diff
has been used for the comparison of the old and new files.7

2.3.3 MPI
MPI is the de facto standard used in nearly all HPC applications. It is developed by the MPI Forum which consists of members from “parallel computing
vendors, computer scientists, and application developers” [15]. While there are
6 For
7 For

a description of this library see Section 2.3.4.
more information about this comparison see Section 5.1.3.
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several MPI libraries available, MPI itself is only a specification. It only dictates
what criteria have to be fulfilled by an implementation in order to meet the MPI
standard. Furthermore, MPI does not describe a new programming language.
Instead, it should only be implemented as a library that can be used by existing
languages. According to the manual [15], C and Fortran are the languages that
MPI is mainly intended for.
The MPI standard is designed for the communication in a parallel environment.
Messages from the address space of one process get moved to the address space
of another process in order to exchange data between those. This is achieved
through cooperative actions of the participating processes. Additionally, there
exist some extensions to this which allow, for example, actions on distributed
data like summing up values of different processes.
There are numerous advantages of the MPI standard as described in the manual
[15]. The most important are:
Portability MPI only describes how data is communicated or processed between tasks but not what data it has to be. This is particularly important
for the development of this library so it can be used by many different
simulations.
Easy to use Even though there are quite many methods defined in the MPI
standard only a few are essential and often used.
Availability Open source implementations of MPI are available. This means that
the dependency to an MPI implementation does not make the Generic
Xdmf Writer dependant on any vendor-specific product. Due to the fact
that MPI may be assumed to be the de facto standard in HPC computation
it seems reasonable to suppose that a user of the Generic Xdmf Writer
might already have an implementation of MPI installed on its system.
Performance The standardization of message passing routines gives vendors
the opportunity to implement those in a highly efficient manner or even
provide hardware support. Thereby, this enhances the scalability and
overall performance.
Because MPI is the standard for inter-process communication in HPC applications and also because of the advantages stated above, MPI has been used in
the development of the Generic Xdmf Writer. Furthermore, the HDF5 library
also uses MPI and MPI-IO, which is another reason for using MPI for the whole
Generic Xdmf Writer.
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2.3.4 XdmfWriter
As mentioned in the introduction, the library developed in the scope of this
thesis is based on the already existing library XdmfWriter.

About the XdmfWriter As the name already states it produces output in the
XDMF format. Thereby the heavy data output can either be in HDF5 or simple
raw binary files. The XdmfWriter also addresses the efficiency challenges
described in Section 2.2 and provides mechanisms for their solution.
However, it was tailored to support a specific type of simulation. The XdmfWriter can only handle static meshes. Therefore, any simulations refining their
mesh during the computation can not use it. Furthermore, it expects the simulated values to be located in cells. As some applications compute data, for
example, at vertices, the XdmfWriter is not applicable to those as well. More
information about the XdmfWriter can be found in the corresponding paper by
Rettenberger et al. [RB15].

Basis for the GENERIC XDMF WRITER Because of the aforementioned restrictions, the XdmfWriter could only be used in simulations meeting these criteria.
At the time this thesis has been written, it was used only in SeisSol8 in the way
it was intended9 .
As mentioned above, the XdmfWriter had already implemented solutions to
satisfy the efficiency challenges. However, these solutions needed to be adapted
to the changes in the Generic Xdmf Writer introduced by new features.
Therefore, ways had to be found to make them applicable to a wider range of
simulations. At the same time, they still have to provide mechanisms for the
best writing performance possible.

8 For

more information about this project please see Section 5.1.
Nanoshock project also used the XdmfWriter. However, because it has dynamic meshes
it could not use the XdmfWriter natively but only using some workarounds. More information
can be found in Section 5.2
9 The
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For the creation of the Generic Xdmf Writer the already existing XdmfWriter
has been used as a basis. In order to make new features possible, the design
had to be modified. This chapter is dedicated to these new features and the
consequential design adjustments.

3.1 Dynamic Meshes
The first change to the original XdmfWriter was to allow setting new meshes
during the simulation. Obviously, this required some changes to the API
in order that a computation can pass the information about the new mesh.
Additionally, changes to the structure of the output files where necessary
because their design was based on a single mesh. The following sections will
describe these modifications.

3.1.1 Mesh Change During Simulation
In the original XdmfWriter the mesh was set at the beginning, namely in the
init-method. A typical use case could have been like the following:
writer := Xdm f Writer (. . . )
writer.init(mesh, . . . )
while data ← doSimulationStep() do
writer.addTimestep()
writer.writeData(data)
end while
writer.close()

In this procedure, the mesh was set right after the instantiation of the
XdmfWriter but before the loop executing the simulation. In order to allow
changes to the mesh during the simulation, a new method is needed. This
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method has to be callable independently of the initialization. That way, the
simulation can set a new mesh whenever needed. As a result, a new use case
may look like this:
writer := Xdm f Writer (. . . )
writer.init(. . . )
currentMesh ← 0
while (mesh, data) ← doSimulationStep() do
if mesh 6= currentMesh then
writer.setNewMesh(mesh)
currentMesh ← mesh
end if
writer.addTimestep()
writer.writeData(data)
end while
writer.close()

Information about the mesh is no longer needed for the initialization. However,
when the simulation changes the mesh, it calls the new setNewMesh-method
before writing any data that belongs to this mesh.

3.1.2 Output Structure
Up to now, the heavy data files storing the actual values were tailored to a
simulation using only one mesh. In order to support setting new meshes, these
files needed to be adapted.

HDF5 In the original version all datasets were directly stored under the root
group. Figure 3.1a shows this structure for a test simulation with the three
variables “partition”, “var1”, and “var2”.
This approach does not work for computations with dynamic meshes anymore.
Firstly, there would be many different arrays for the Topology and the Geometry
as they change with each new mesh. Secondly, it is not possible to append all
values to the existing variable datasets. This is because the number of cells and
vertices may change with every new mesh and consequently the number of
values would change and it would no longer fit to the original array.
In order to solve this problem a key feature of the Hierarchical Data Format 5
type has been used. As the name implies it can be hierarchically structured.
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Instead of storing all datasets directly under the mesh group, they will now be
stored in groups. Then, all datasets in one group belong to one mesh. Therefore,
one group in the new structure behaves like one file in the original case and
the whole simulation is simply the union of all those groups. Now when a
new mesh is set, a new group gets created, the mesh’s structure is stored in the
Topology and Geometry datasets inside that group, and all values simulated for
this mesh get saved in their datasets inside this group. The Figure 3.1b shows
an example of this structure.

FILE_CONTENTS {
group
/
dataset
/ connect
dataset
/ geometry
dataset
/ partition
dataset
/ var1
dataset
/ var2
}
(a) Structure of an original HDF5
output

FILE_CONTENTS {
group
/
group
/ Mesh0
dataset
/ Mesh0 / connect
dataset
/ Mesh0 / geometry
dataset
/ Mesh0 / partition
dataset
/ Mesh0 / var1
dataset
/ Mesh0 / var2
group
/ Mesh1
dataset
/ Mesh1 / connect
dataset
/ Mesh1 / geometry
dataset
/ Mesh1 / partition
dataset
/ Mesh1 / var1
dataset
/ Mesh1 / var2
group
/ Mesh2
dataset
/ Mesh2 / connect
dataset
/ Mesh2 / geometry
dataset
/ Mesh2 / partition
dataset
/ Mesh2 / var1
dataset
/ Mesh2 / var2
...
}
(b) Structure of a dynamic HDF5 output

Figure 3.1: Comparison of the original and new HDF5 output

POSIX All raw output has been stored in several files in one directory. For the
same reason more HDF5 datasets were needed, it has also become necessary
to create more raw files to handle the different array sizes. Because storing all
those files in just one directory would become a mess, a very similar structure
to that in the HDF5 case has been used. One root directory is created for all
heavy data output. Therein, a directory is present for every new mesh, just like
there is a group for every mesh in the HDF5 file. Inside of these are the files
storing the current mesh and all the values that belong to it. Therefore, the
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structure of the raw output is very similar to that of the HDF5 output where
directories resemble groups and files resemble datasets. Figure 3.2 shows the
comparison between the original POSIX output and the new one for dynamic
meshes.
/
posix
0
connect.bin
geometry.bin
partition.bin
var1.bin
var2.bin

/

1

posix_connect.bin
posix_geometry.bin
posix_partition.bin
posix_var1.bin
posix_var2.bin
posix.xdmf

connect.bin
geometry.bin
partition.bin
var1.bin
var2.bin
2

(a) Structure of an original POSIX output

connect.bin
geometry.bin
partition.bin
var1.bin
var2.bin
...
posix.xdmf
(b) Structure of a dynamic POSIX output

Figure 3.2: Comparison of the original and new POSIX output

3.2 Vertex Data
The second step in the generalization of the XdmfWriter was to allow simulation
data located in vertices. Up to now, the XdmfWriter could only store data for
cells. For the realization of this feature changes in the design were required.
These will be described in the following sections.

3.2.1 Separated Cell and Vertex Data
There are at least two possible ways to support data located at the vertices.
The first one would be to introduce a new flag, which has to be passed to the
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XdmfWriter and indicates whether the variables are located in cells or vertices.
However, for this library another option has been chosen. In this variant, the
XdmfWriter takes two lists of variable names. One containing those of the cell
variables and the other those of the vertex variables. This way it is even possible
to allow the simulation to use cell and vertex data at the same time. Therefore,
this second variant makes the library even more versatile.
The constructor of the XdmfWriter needs an additional list of names for the
vertex variables. In addition to that, the method for writing values of a variable
needed to be adjusted, too. Before the adjustment, the index of the variable
and the values were sufficient. Because there are now two lists of variables
the index could possibly refer to, it became necessary to specify whether the
data belongs to a cell or vertex variable. Below is the new signature with the
additional argument printed in green.
void writeData (const enum xdmfwriter::backends::DataLocation
dataLocation, unsigned int id , const double * data )

3.2.2 Output Structure
In order to store data in vertices the output structure had to be adapted. The
details of this are illuminated in the following paragraphs.

Efficiency Aspects Theoretically, the vertex data could simply be stored in
new datasets beside those for the cell data when HDF5 output is requested.
For raw POSIX data new files could be created just like those for the cell data.
Implementation of this design would in fact produce the expected result.
Nevertheless, this approach would be rather inefficient. This is caused by the
mechanism that redistributes all the data for output. Like discussed in Section
2.2.1 the output data needs to be aligned to the file system blocks for optimal
performance. In the XdmfWriter this is done by the so called BlockBuffer. It
takes the input of all MPI processes and redistributes it according to the file
system’s block size. In the original version one BlockBuffer has been used for
every output element. This was fair enough because the Topology, the partition
indicator, and all the variables had the same size, namely the number of cells.
Only the Geometry had a different size but because the original XdmfWriter did
not allow changes in the mesh, the Geometry only had to be written once for
a simulation. Therefore, by initializing the BlockBuffer to be efficient for the
cell-sized data, all writing operations, that had to be done more than once, were
perfectly optimized.
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Now that vertex data may be used alongside with cell data, there will be significantly more output with a size differing from the number of cells. Therefore,
this approach is no longer tolerable. The best solution is to initialize two
BlockBuffers. One of them should be optimized for the number of cells, the
other one for the number of vertices. Using this model, the first one will be
responsible for the redistribution of the Topology, partition information, and cell
variables and the second one for the Geometry and the vertex variables.

Separated HDF5 Files For one file only one BlockBuffer can be used. This
is because the HDF5 library expects an MPI communicator for an HDF5 file
that contains all writing processes. However, when the BlockBuffer is used for
data redistribution, it decides which processes will be writing depending on the
block and data size. Two BlockBuffers initialized for two different data sizes
may therefore select different subsets of processes for writing. Consequentially,
it is impossible to have two BlockBuffers writing to the same HDF5 file. This
means that the realization of the design described in the previous section
requires one file for each of the two BlockBuffers. The structure of those is
shown in the listings 3.1 and 3.2. According to the separation of cell-sized
data and vertex-sized data each to their own BlockBuffer, the datasets are
separated in the same way. In the case of raw POSIX output, the usage of two
BlockBuffers does not change anything because every entity is already stored
in its own file.
FILE_CONTENTS {
group
/
group
/ Mesh0
dataset / Mesh0 / cell_var1
dataset / Mesh0 / cell_var2
dataset / Mesh0 / connect
dataset / Mesh0 / partition
group
/ Mesh1
...
}

FILE_CONTENTS {
group
/
group
/ Mesh0
dataset / Mesh0 / geometry
dataset / Mesh0 / vertex_var1
dataset / Mesh0 / vertex_var2
group
/ Mesh1
...
}

Listing 3.1: HDF5 file for cell-sized
datasets

Listing 3.2: HDF5 file for vertex-sized
datasets
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3.3 HDF5 or POSIX Output
The last feature to be included in the Generic Xdmf Writer was to select the
output format during runtime. Until now, the output type is determined at
compilation time. For HDF5 output, the preprocessor flag USE_HDF has to be
set. Otherwise raw POSIX output would be generated.
In order to set the output format after the compilation any preprocessor macros
can no longer be used. An additional parameter needs to get passed to the
constructor of the XdmfWriter class instead. The instructions below show the
changes in calling an XdmfWriter once for POSIX output and once for HDF5
output. The important differences are highlighted in red. Notice that the new
design does not require a recompilation of the Generic Xdmf Writer. This
also allows for parallel usage of one XdmfWriter instance generating POSIX
output and another one generating HDF5 output in the same simulation.

Original Case
1. Compile for raw POSIX output.
$ ( CC ) -o build / $ ( simulation ) . o $ ( compilationArgs )
$ ( includes ) src / $ ( simulation ) . cpp
2. Instantiate a new XdmfWriter with
xdmfwriter :: XdmfWriter < MESH_SHAPE > writer (
rank ,
outputPrefix ,
cellVariables ,
vertexVariables
);
and use it for writing.
3. Recompile for HDF5 output.
$ ( CC ) -o build / $ ( simulation ) . o $ ( compilationArgs )
-DUSE_HDF $ ( includes ) src / $ ( simulation ) . cpp
4. Instantiate a new XdmfWriter once more with
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xdmfwriter :: XdmfWriter < MESH_SHAPE > writer (
rank ,
outputPrefix ,
cellVariables ,
vertexVariables
);
and use it for writing again.

New Case
1. Compile the Generic Xdmf Writer once.
$ ( CC ) -o build / $ ( simulation ) . o $ ( compilationArgs )
$ ( includes ) src / $ ( simulation ) . cpp
2. Instantiate a new XdmfWriter for POSIX output with
xdmfwriter :: XdmfWriter < MESH_SHAPE > posix_writer (
xdmfwriter::backends::POSIX,
rank ,
outputPrefix ,
cellVariables ,
vertexVariables
);
and use it for writing.
3. After that or even in addition to that, instatiate another XdmfWriter for
HDF5 output
xdmfwriter :: XdmfWriter < MESH_SHAPE > h5_writer (
xdmfwriter::backends::H5,
rank ,
outputPrefix ,
cellVariables ,
vertexVariables
);
and use it for writing, too.
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The previous chapter showed the changes which were made in order to make
the XdmfWriter applicable to different kinds of simulations. This chapter,
however, is dedicated to illuminate how these changes were implemented and
what challenges had to be mastered. The following sections each deal with one
self-contained set of interrelated changes.

4.1 Individual Mesh Setting
The first step in the realization of the design, described in the previous chapter,
was to allow setting a new mesh at any time.1 At the beginning of this thesis,
the original version of the XdmfWriter only allowed to define a mesh at the very
beginning of the simulation and output process. In the following, the different
parts of the writer that had to be modified in order to achieve the dynamic
mesh functionality are presented.

4.1.1 XDMF File Adaption
Individual Meshes In the original version, information about the mesh has
been stored only once in the XDMF file since changes to the mesh were not
supported anyway. This was done by declaring the Topology and Geometry items,
which were linking to the corresponding arrays in the files containing the heavy
data, at the top of the XDMF file. With these items defined every timestep
simply referenced them as the mesh of the current Grid. Listing 4.1 shows this
structure. Line 1 contains the definition of the topology, line 2 contains the one
of the geometry. In lines 7 and 8 they are referenced in the first timestep.

1 More

information about this feature can be found in Section 3.1.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

< Topology TopologyType = " Tetrahedron " NumberOfElements = " 9998 " / >
< Geometry name = " geo " GeometryType = " XYZ " NumberOfElements = " 1999 " / >
< DataItem NumberType = " Float " Precision = " 8 " Format = " HDF " Dimensions =
" ␣ ␣ ␣ ␣ ␣ ␣ ␣ ␣ ␣ ␣ 20 ␣ 9998 " > output . h5: / var1 </ DataItem >
< DataItem NumberType = " Float " Precision = " 8 " Format = " HDF " Dimensions =
" ␣ ␣ ␣ ␣ ␣ ␣ ␣ ␣ ␣ ␣ 20 ␣ 9998 " > output . h5: / var2 </ DataItem >
< Grid Name = " TimeSeries " GridType = " Collection " CollectionType = "
Temporal " >
< Grid Name = " step_000000000000 " GridType = " Uniform " >
< Topology Reference = " / Xdmf / Domain / Topology [1] " / >
< Geometry Reference = " / Xdmf / Domain / Geometry [1] " / >
< Time Value = " 0 " / >
< Attribute Name = " var1 " Center = " Cell " >
< DataItem ItemType = " HyperSlab " Dimensions = " 9998 " >
< DataItem NumberType = " UInt " Precision = " 8 " Format = " XML "
Dimensions = " 3 ␣ 2 " >0 0 1 1 1 9998 </ DataItem >
< DataItem Reference = " / Xdmf / Domain / DataItem [1] " / >
</ DataItem >
</ Attribute >

Listing 4.1: Excerpt of the definition of the mesh in the original XDMF file
Since the mesh should be changeable at any time during the simulation, the
timesteps in the XDMF file do not share one global mesh anymore. Instead,
every timestep needs to reference its very own dataset of Topology and Geometry.
Therefore, the first step in the adaption of the XDMF file was to move the
definition of these datasets into every timestep.

HyperSlab of Subset Additional to the mesh, every timestep has to reference
the values of the variables stored in the heavy data files. This is done by the
usage of DataItems. An example can be seen in the Listing 4.1 from lines 10 to
15. The XDMF specification requires to state the dimensions of the DataItem’s
content. When dealing with dynamic meshes this becomes a problem.
In the original version the number of values per timestep was determined by
the number of cells of the mesh. Since the mesh was not allowed to change, the
number of values per timestep did not change either. Therefore, this dimension
was known from the beginning. The other dimension, the number of timesteps,
was updated every time a new timestep has been added. Because all these
variable values were stored in one dataset or file and the DataItem referencing
these values was defined once at the beginning of the XDMF file, updating the
timesteps could be accomplished fairly easy.
With the possibility to set new meshes arbitrarily often, this way to adapt the
dimensions became more complicated. The values of one variable are no longer
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stored in one dataset or file only, except of those that share the same mesh.2
One dimension is still determined by their respective mesh but as they are now
split into multiple datasets or files, the other dimension is no longer equal to the
total number of timesteps but only to the number of those corresponding to that
individual mesh. Therefore, as one timestep gets written, it is impossible to say
how long the dataset or file will become. This may be the last timestep using
the current mesh and therefore no more entries are appended to the dataset or
file but there may also follow many more timesteps using this mesh and writing
their data to this dataset or file. As the DataItems are no longer defined at the
top of the XDMF file but in each Grid, rewriting the dimensions afterwards also
would be significantly more complicated. On the other hand, simply holding
back any data until the mesh changes and then flushing it to the file is not an
option, too. This is due to the fact that the Generic Xdmf Writer’s output
always has to be valid and on the current state of the simulation. Maintaining
this functionality is important in the case of crashes.
Luckily, it turned out that the XDMF standard does not produce any errors
when the specified dimensions of a DataItem are smaller than the linked data
actually is. This opens up a very easy way to solve the problem. Each DataItem
simply specifies the dimensions as they currently are, pretending that no more
values get written to the dataset or file. If the next timestep uses a new mesh,
and therefore also a new dataset or file for its values, the specified dimensions
are correct and there is no problem at all. On the other hand, if the next
timestep uses the same mesh again and appends its values, everything still
works completely fine as the DataItem does not bother that there are values
beyond its specified dimensions.

4.1.2 C++ Adaptions
Numerous changes had to be made in order to allow setting new meshes during
the simulation. The original XdmfWriter wrote the mesh to the output files as
part of its init-method. The mesh-setting part of the method has been moved
to its own new method called setNewMesh. Like before, simulations using
the Generic Xdmf Writer now have to initialize the XdmfWriter class first.
Afterwards, they can call the setNewMesh method whenever they want. Now
when a new timestep is created and data should be written, the XdmfWriter
uses the last mesh that has been set to produce the output.
The backend classes HDF5 and Posix needed to be adjusted as well. Like
the init-method in the XdmfWriter class, parts of their open-methods were
responsible for setting a mesh and writing it to the output files. These parts have
2 For

more information about how they are organized, please see Section 3.1.2.
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been moved to their own new methods as well. Whenever the simulation wants
to set a new mesh, these methods close the old group or directory, respectively,
create a new one for the next mesh, and write the datasets or files for the
topology and the geometry. All following simulation values get written to the
last mesh group or directory. Because the Posix backend now produces much
more files and directories than before, a new root directory gets created in the
init-method which contains all output files. In the HDF5 backend this is not
necessary since the HDF5 file already has a root group containing everything
else.
Due to the change in the output structure, utility methods in the backends
needed to be adapted. These methods are responsible for returning the path to
a specific dataset or file for a given variable at a specific timestep. The returned
path is required by the XdmfWriter class for the linkage in the XDMF file. With
the introduction of the mesh groups and directories, the utility methods need
to take the additional path elements into account.

4.2 Cell and Vertex Data Separation
The second step in the implementation of the new features was to separate all
data related to cells from data related to vertices. This was necessary for the
support of vertex data.3 Additionally, the output of the XDMF file had to be
prepared for the vertex data feature.

XDMF Even though the actual values of a variable are stored in the heavy
data files, the XDMF file gives them their sense. This means that the XDMF
file also states whether a referenced dataset contains values of cells or vertices.
Listing 4.2 shows such an entry.
1 < Attribute Name = " cell_variable " Center = " Cell " >
2
< DataItem ItemType = " HyperSlab " Dimensions = " 1 " >
3
< DataItem NumberType = " UInt " Precision = " 8 " Format = " XML "
Dimensions = " 3 ␣ 2 " >0 0 1 1 1 8 </ DataItem >
4
< DataItem NumberType = " Float " Precision = " 8 " Format = " HDF
" Dimensions = " 1 ␣ 8 " > heavy . h5: / Mesh0 / cell_variable </
DataItem >
5
</ DataItem >
6 </ Attribute >
Listing 4.2: DataItem for cell data
3 More

information about this feature can be found in Section 3.2.
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The attribute Center in line 1 declares that the enclosed DataItem contains
values for cells. When vertex data is referenced, this attribute needs to be
changed from Cell to Node.
Besides of that, the dimensions of the referenced dataset have to be specified.
The previous example listing corresponds to a mesh with 8 cells. Therefore,
there are also 8 values in the variable. This number is specified for one thing
in the length of the HyperSlab in line 3. For another thing, it is the second
dimension of the referenced dataset in line 4. In the original XdmfWriter, which
supported cell data only, this number was always equal to the number of cells.
Since the new Generic Xdmf Writer also supports vertex-data, this number
had to be generalized to always represent the number of the respective domain,
namely cells or vertices. This was done in the XdmfWriter class, which is
responsible for writing the XDMF file. The output of a vertex variable in a grid
with 27 vertices may then look like this:
< Attribute Name = " vertex_variable " Center = " Node " >
< DataItem ItemType = " HyperSlab " Dimensions = " 1 " >
< DataItem NumberType = " UInt " Precision = " 8 " Format = " XML "
Dimensions = " 3 ␣ 2 " >0 0 1 1 1 27 </ DataItem >
< DataItem NumberType = " Float " Precision = " 8 " Format = " HDF
" Dimensions = " 1 ␣ 27 " > heavy . h5: / Mesh0 / vertex_variable
</ DataItem >
</ DataItem >
</ Attribute >
Listing 4.3: DataItem for vertex data

HDF5 and POSIX Because of the BlockBuffer, cell and vertex data can not
be stored in the same file efficiently. The reasons for that and the design
changes are described in detail in Section 3.2.2. This also resulted in some
implementation changes in the library.
When opening a new HDF5 backend the corresponding method expects an
additional std::string argument. This is used as a suffix for the output files
and distinguishes between the cell and the vertex file. The suffix has also be
taken into account when the XDMF file is written since it links to the backend
files. Therefore, the backend also appends this suffix when it returns its path to
the XdmfWriter.
In the case of POSIX backend files such a suffix would not be necessary since all
datasets are stored in separate files. Nevertheless, the open-method also expects
a suffix string for consistency reasons between the different backends. This
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way the XdmfWriter class can always call the same methods on the backend no
matter whether it is HDF5 or POSIX.
Additionally, the setNewMesh-method of both the HDF5 and the Posix class has
changed. Since one class only deals with either cell or vertex data4 , it is not necessary to pass the whole mesh but only the Topology or Geometry. Therefore, the
original setNewMesh-method has been separated into two overloaded methods
for either parts of the mesh.

4.3 Backend Redesign
The last major change to the Generic Xdmf Writer library was a comprehensive redesign of the whole backend. This finishes the implementations
necessary for the vertex data feature and also allows the selection of the output
type at runtime.5

4.3.1 Change of Backend Structure
In the original XdmfWriter the Backend file contained exactly two typedefs.
Depending on a preprocessor macro the one or the other was selected. One
defined Backend to be equal to HDF5 the other one to Posix. In order to get rid
of the macro, the class was completely redesigned. This was done in such a
way that the separation of cell and vertex data was also supported in a neat
manner. Additionally, interface changes to the XdmfWriter class were kept to a
minimum.
The new Backend stores two elements of type Base which is a super class to both
HDF5 and Posix. When the XdmfWriter instantiates a new Backend it passes the
decision whether to generate HDF5 or raw POSIX output to the constructor
which in turn instantiates the two Base fields to HDF5 or Posix respectively.
For easy compatibility the Backend provides the same methods as the backend
classes did before the redesign. This way the XdmfWriter does not have to be
adapted and can use the Backend like before. All method calls are forwarded
by the Backend to the HDF5 or Posix classes. Figure 4.1 shows the comparison
of the old and new structure.

4 This

is related to the redesign of the Backend class described in Section 4.3.1
features are described in the sections 3.2 and 3.3.

5 These
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XdmfWriter
uses

XdmfWriter

Backend

uses
manages

manages

Backend := (HDF5|Posix)
pure abstract

writes
Output

pure abstract

Base

Base

instantiated as either

instantiated as either

HDF5 Posix

HDF5 Posix

writes

(a) Old backend structure

writes
Vertex output

Cell output

(b) New backend structure

Figure 4.1: Comparison of the old and new backend structure

4.3.2 BlockBuffer Relocation
The reason to have two backend writers in the first place was to be able to
use two instances of the BlockBuffer for optimized writing performance.6
XdmfWriter
XdmfWriter
Backend

Block
Buffer
Base
instance

Backend := (HDF5|Posix)

Block
Buffer

Output
(a) BlockBuffer at XdmfWriter

Base
instance
Block
Buffer

Cell output

Vertex output

(b) BlockBuffer at backends

Figure 4.2: BlockBuffer relocation
6 More

information about this design change can be found in Section 3.2.2
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Therefore, the BlockBuffer operations were moved from the XdmfWriter into
the backends. This way the XdmfWriter can simply call the writing methods
on the Backend. The Backend then again passes the writing order to the Base
instance for either cell or vertex data. Finally, the HDF5 or Posix class uses
its own BlockBuffer to redistribute the data and eventually write it to the
files. This structure perfectly resembles the idea of having one BlockBuffer
belonging to each of the cell and vertex writing backends. The change is
illustrated in Figure 4.2.

4.4 XdmfWriter Benchmark
The original XdmfWriter already implemented its own benchmark. This benchmark had the following characteristics.
•
•
•
•

Create vertices randomly distributed in 3D space
Combine 4 vertices to a tetrahedral cell
Use two variables with random double values
Write 20 timesteps

As new functionality has been implemented in the XdmfWriter, this benchmark
has been modified in order to test the new features as well. These modifications
are briefly described in the following paragraphs.

Hexahedral Mesh For a better visual verification of the output, the randomly
generated mesh has been revised. The result is a hexahedral mesh shaping a
cube. This can be subdivided into smaller cubes. A respective method has been
implemented that returns such a mesh with n3 cells and (n + 1)3 vertices for
any n ∈ N.

Figure 4.3: Example for a mesh with n = 2
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Sphere Variable In order to verify the validity of the written variable values,
one of the random variables has been assigned new values. For this, an object
is imagined inside the mesh. This object can have any shape. The values of
the variable now state whether the cell is inside the object, on the border, or
outside of it. A utility method has been implemented for this purpose. It takes
the ID of the cell, the mesh, and a pointer to another method which decides
whether a given coordinate is in or outside the object. This way the shape of
the object can easily be changed by providing different function pointers. For
this benchmark simply the shape of a sphere has been chosen.

Figure 4.4: Sphere enclosed in the hexahedral mesh

Mesh Refinement For testing the support of dynamic meshes, the mesh of
this benchmark gets refined on every second timestep. This way setting new
meshes can be tested as well as writing more than one timestep per mesh.
When the mesh should be refined it gets regenerated using the method for
producing hexahedral meshes with n = timestep + 1.

→

→

→ ···

Figure 4.5: Refinements of the hexahedral mesh at timesteps 0, 2, and 4

Additional Vertex Variables Additional to the cell variables, the Generic
Xdmf Writer is also capable of storing vertex variables. Therefore, two vertex
variables have been added to the already existing two cell variables in the
benchmark. One of them is set to random double values, the other one gets its
values depending on whether it is inside an enclosed object or not. In this case
the same sphere as described above has been chosen.
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Benchmark Results The main purpose of this benchmark is to test the functionality of new features. Performance measurements were done using real
projects.7 Figure 4.6 shows the partitioning of the mesh at timesteps 3 (equal
to timestep 2), 4 and finally the last timestep of this test at 63. Each color
represents the part of the mesh simulated by one process. The gridlines clearly
show how the mesh has been refined from timestep 3 to timestep 4. Figure 4.7,
on the other hand, shows the enclosed sphere using cell variables as well as
vertex variables. The colors represent whether a cell or vertex is inside the
sphere, on its border, or outside.

(a) Mesh and partitioning at (b) Mesh and partitioning at (c) Partitioning at timestep
timestep 3
timestep 4
63

Figure 4.6: Mesh and partitioning of the benchmark test

(a) Sphere values stored in
cells

(b) Sphere values stored in
vertices

Figure 4.7: Enclosed sphere described by cell and vertex variable

7 These

tests are described in Chapter 5.
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The preceding chapters covered in detail how the XdmfWriter has been modified
and what it can be used for now. This last part of the thesis deals with the
integration of the Generic Xdmf Writer into three projects. In this way its
functionality can be tested in real simulations. It also provides a good basis for
the propagation of this library in many other scientific research groups, which
not at last is the intention behind this work.
The following sections each deal with one specific project respectively. They
all describe what the project is about and give some background information.
After that, the actual integration process is illuminated. This covers in detail
what has been done in order to use the Generic Xdmf Writer for the existing
simulation instead of the original output mechanism. Lastly, the results of the
integration are shown and it is discussed in what way the project benefits from
using the Generic Xdmf Writer.

5.1 SeisSol
The first project the Generic Xdmf Writer has been integrated into is SeisSol.
This is because it already used the original XdmfWriter and does not necessarily
need the new features. The integration of the Generic Xdmf Writer into
SeisSol serves as a test for its correctness and performance.

5.1.1 About SeisSol
SeisSol is a project for “High Resolution Simulation of Seismic Wave Propagation in Realistic Media with Complex Geometry”[Gab]. It is currently under
development by researchers from the TUM, LMU, and Intel. The code is
developed on an Open Source basis and is available on GitHub1 .

1 The

source code of SeisSol is available here (03/13/2017): https://github.com/SeisSol/

SeisSol
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It exclusively uses tetrahedral meshes for all simulations. These are static and do
not change during the computation. SeisSol has proven exceptional scalability
and performance. With hardware utilization of up to 50% it was one of the
finalists for the Gordon Bell prize in the categories peak-performance, timeto-solution, and scalability. More information about this can be found in the
corresponding paper [Hei+14]. With this in mind, it is specifically interesting to
examine how the Generic Xdmf Writer can keep up to this efficiency.
SeisSol is used for various seismological simulations. An important use case
is the simulation of dynamic ruptures, which are required in the computation
of earthquake dynamics. The computation of those is used both for “strong
motion prediction for seismic hazard assessment”[Gab] and for “earthquake
source imaging from seismological and geodetic observations”[Gab]. Other use
cases include the analysis of ground motion after an earthquake and seismology
of volcanoes.

5.1.2 Integration
The main advantage of the integration into SeisSol is the fact, that SeisSol, as
opposed to the other projects, has already been using the original version of
the XdmfWriter. Nevertheless, changes in the API of the output writer made
it necessary to adapt the interface between SeisSol and the Generic Xdmf
Writer.
At the time of this thesis the latest commit in the appropriate branch has
been f91007bf7626509f73ae30596f64d40a923242f7. Hence any changes for
the migration to the new Generic Xdmf Writer are based on this commit.

API Adaptions The integration of the original XdmfWriter concentrates solely
on the files:
src/ResultWriter/FaultWriterExecutor.cpp
src/ResultWriter/FaultWriterExecutor.h
src/ResultWriter/WaveFieldWriterExecutor.h
Therefore, only these files needed adjustments to the new API.
Both classes create new instances of the XdmfWriter. In contrast to the original
one the constructor of the Generic Xdmf Writer expects additional arguments.
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These are:
Output Format Since the output format can now be selected at runtime, it
has to be specified as a constructor argument instead of the previous
compiler argument. The parameter has to be a value of the enumeration
xdmfwriter::backends::BackendType consisting of the values H5 and
POSIX. In this case H5 has been chosen.
MPI Communicator Because the init-method has been divided into an
initializing-part and a mesh-setting part, the new constructor also
needs an MPI communicator for all the involved processes for correct
initialization. Here simply the existing m_comm parameter gets passed.
Vertex Variables With the support of vertex variables one list for the variables
is not sufficient any more. An additional list containing the vertex variable
names needs to be passed to the constructor. As SeisSol does not use any
vertex variables an empty list gets declared and passed.
Vertex Filter In the original version the option whether to use the vertex filter
could be set in the init-method. With the decomposition of that method
the parameter is now part of the constructor. So far true has been passed
as this option, therefore this parameter in the constructor is also set to
true.
Secondly, the call to the init-method needs to be adapted. Since the initializingpart is now already covered by the constructor, the remaining functionality is
to set the mesh. For this a call of the method
setNewMesh ( unsigned int numCells , const unsigned int *
cells , unsigned int numVertices , const double *
vertices )
is inserted instead of the init-method. All its parameters are retrieved from
the original init-call. Only the parameter whether to use the vertex filter has
been dropped as it is not needed for setting the mesh and already covered by
the constructor call.
The whole setup of the XdmfWriter as part of SeisSol is hereby completely
migrated to the new version. The only thing left is the actual output of the data.
To date, the variable that the given data should be written to has been specified
by its index in the list, passed during initialization. With the introduction
of vertex data and therefore a second list of variables, this ID has become
ambiguous. In order to counteract this, the additional value xdmfwriter::
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backends::CELL is added to the call since all variable data in SeisSol is located
in cells.
These are all the changes that were necessary to adapt SeisSol to the Generic
Xdmf Writer. The following section illustrates the changes and results regarding the output using the Generic Xdmf Writer in SeisSol.

5.1.3 Results
Test Setup Testing of the integration has been done using the “SCEC TPV33
benchmark”2 . How this has to be set up and can be executed is described in
the Wiki3 of the SeisSol project on GitHub. The whole test has been carried
out on the SuperMUC at the Leibniz-Rechenzentrum (LRZ). All output has
been written to a SCRATCH partition which uses the IBM General Parallel File
System (GPFS).

Execution For the performance test of the Generic Xdmf Writer multiple
test runs were executed. Both, the original XdmfWriter and the Generic Xdmf
Writer were used to compare their results. This comparison is particularly
interesting because SeisSol was already using the original XdmfWriter. Both
writers once stored fault output and once wavefield output. These are two
different aspects of a simulation in SeisSol. Also a third run has been performed
with no output at all. This serves as reference to determine the overhead caused
by the output writers. For the analysis of the scalability the test has been run
with three different numbers of MPI processes. Finally, all those setups were
executed a total of five times. This is particularly important as the BlockBuffer
feature was not used in these tests. The reason for this is described in the next
paragraph. Without the BlockBuffer the time needed for the output varies
significantly depending on the layout of process borders to file system blocks.4
Additionally, the execution times always differ by some amount because the
file system of the SuperMUC is shared among several users. Figure 5.1 shows
an overview of the different test configurations for the SeisSol benchmark.

2 A description of this benchmark can be found here (03/12/2017): http://scecdata.usc.
edu/cvws/tpv33docs.html
3 The wiki can be found here (03/12/2017): https://github.com/SeisSol/SeisSol/wiki
4 Compare the difference between the independent and the collective buffer variants of shared
file output in Section 2.2.1.
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Figure 5.1: Test runs for SeisSol
Issues with the BlockBuffer The BlockBuffer could not be used in this
benchmark because of problems regarding the BlockBuffer in combination
with the dynamic mesh feature. Changes in the mesh can cause the BlockBuffer
to change the subset of writing processes. This, however, leads to problems in
the parallel access to a file. The writing processes after the mesh change wait for
the processes that have been writing before the mesh change because they are
still enlisted in the file’s accessing communicator. Since the writing processes of
the previous mesh do not want to write anymore, the writing processes of the
new mesh wait forever. This causes the simulation to freeze. A possible solution
to this issue may be to reopen all files after a mesh change. Unfortunately,
it has not been possible to implement this solution and examine its possible
drawbacks, for example on the file access overhead, in the timeframe of this
thesis.

Test Results The test wrote 9 timesteps. The table below shows the total
output size of the different setups. Variations in the number of MPI processes
yielded of course the same output. The slightly larger output of the Generic
Xdmf Writer is caused by the changes in the output structure which requires
more metadata.

Original XdmfWriter
Generic Xdmf Writer

Fault output [kB]
165,376
166,400

Wavefield output [kB]
752,896
753,920

Figure 5.2 shows a comparison of the runs with fault, wavefield and no output.
This is done once for the original XdmfWriter on the left and once for the
Generic Xdmf Writer on the right. The almost linear graph for most test
runs indicates a multiplicative inverse relationship between the execution time
and the number of processes used. This means for twice as many processes
the execution time decreases by a constant factor. The theoretical optimum
would be a drop by a factor of 2. The run without any output is close to this
optimum. For the two output types the slope is slightly weaker but they still
scale reasonably good.
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of the runtimes for the different output types in the
original XdmfWriter and the Generic Xdmf Writer
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of the runtimes using the original XdmfWriter and the
Generic Xdmf Writer
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Figure 5.3 directly compares the original XdmfWriter to the Generic Xdmf
Writer. It also shows the performance of the original XdmfWriter with the
BlockBuffer turned on. On the left are the results for writing the fault output,
on the right the results for the wavefield output. Both writers yield approximately the same writing performance when used without the BlockBuffer.
Once the BlockBuffer will be used in the Generic Xdmf Writer as well, its
performance might therefore be similar to the original XdmfWriter with the
BlockBuffer.
The overhead of a writing operation is determined by the ratio of time needed
for one write event to the time needed to simulate one timestep. For the SeisSol
tests this overhead is in the range between 0.1 and 0.6.

Output Files One obvious difference in the output are the separated HDF5
files introduced with the Generic Xdmf Writer. Where the original version produces just one file, tpv33.h5, the new one produces the two files
tpv33_cell.h5 and tpv33_vertex.h5. The listings 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 show the
structural differences between the HDF5 files using the h5dump tool, which
is part of the HDF5 library. For the comparison of the actual contents of the
datasets the tool h5diff has been used. This tool is part of the HDF5 library as
well. It shows that there are no differences between two corresponding datasets
in the original and new output files.
In conclusion, the Generic Xdmf Writer produces the same output with only
small differences in its internal structure. It can keep up to the same performance as the original XdmfWriter. Even without the use of the BlockBuffer it
already shows good scalability. Once the BlockBuffer will be integrated again,
the scalability and overall performance will even increase and the variance of
the results will decrease.
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HDF5 " oldoutput / tpv33 . h5 " {
FILE_CONTENTS {
group
/
dataset
/ connect
dataset
/ geometry
dataset
/ partition
dataset
/ sigma_xx
dataset
/ sigma_xy
dataset
/ sigma_xz
dataset
/ sigma_yy
dataset
/ sigma_yz
dataset
/ sigma_zz
dataset
/u
dataset
/v
dataset
/w
}
}
Listing 5.1: Original HDF5 structure

HDF5 " newoutput / tpv33_cell . HDF5 " newoutput / tpv33_vertex
h5 " {
. h5 " {
FILE_CONTENTS {
FILE_CONTENTS {
group
/
group
/
group
/ Mesh0
group
/ Mesh0
dataset
/ Mesh0 / connect
dataset
/ Mesh0 / geometry
dataset
/ Mesh0 / partition }
dataset
/ Mesh0 / sigma_xx }
dataset
/ Mesh0 / sigma_xy
dataset
/ Mesh0 / sigma_xz
dataset
/ Mesh0 / sigma_yy
dataset
/ Mesh0 / sigma_yz
dataset
/ Mesh0 / sigma_zz
dataset
/ Mesh0 / u
dataset
/ Mesh0 / v
dataset
/ Mesh0 / w
}
}
Listing 5.2: Cell file of generic output Listing 5.3: Vertex file of generic output
HDF5 structure of the Generic Xdmf Writer
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5.2 Nanoshock
Nanoshock is a research project funded by the European Research Council
(ERC) with an Advanced Grant for Prof. Adams. The original XdmfWriter
was already used in this project even though it does mesh refinements, which
were not supported. Therefore, it could only be used with some additional
workarounds. However, with the development of the new Generic Xdmf
Writer the dynamic meshes are now natively supported. Integration in this
project was therefore a perfect way to test this new functionality.

5.2.1 About Nanoshock
Nanoshock is concerned with the simulation of shock waves. These shock
waves may be originated e.g. from an aircraft causing a sonic boom or by an
explosion. An extremely high concentration of energy in form of high pressures
or heat can result from such shock waves. [Adaa]
Figure 5.4 shows a frame of such a simulation. A drop of water has been hit by
a compression shock. In consequence of that, the drop disintegrated into air.
On the bottom of the drop, a stream of pushed out water particles can be seen.

Figure 5.4: Outcome of a compression shock hitting a drop of water (Author:
Prof. Adams [Adab])
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The project does not only consist of the HPC software that is being developed
for the shock wave simulation. In addition to that also real experiments are
done. For these a real shock-tube is used.5

5.2.2 Integration
Before the development of the Generic Xdmf Writer, Nanoshock already used
the original XdmfWriter for generating output. Because Nanoshock refines
the mesh during the simulation, a workaround had to be used. This was to
instantiate a new XdmfWriter class for every timestep and then combine all
the single timestep outputs in postprocessing. Due to the XDMF design, only
the XML files had to be combined to link to the HDF5 files of the individual
timesteps. A typical simulation workflow looked like the following.
==== Simulation ====
while (mesh, data) ← doSimulationStep() do
writer := Xdm f Writer (mesh, . . . )
writer.addTimestep()
writer.writeData(data)
writer.close()
end while
==== Postprocessing ====
Combine output files
With the new Generic Xdmf Writer these dynamic meshes are supported
and there is no need for workarounds any more. The simulation now creates a
new XdmfWriter at the beginning of the computation. This instance is kept and
used for the output of all timesteps and eventually deleted when the simulation
terminates. Therefore, the workflow changed to the following one.
==== Simulation ====
writer := Xdm f Writer (. . . )
while (mesh, data) ← doSimulationStep() do
writer.setNewMesh(mesh)
writer.addTimestep()
writer.writeData(data)
end while
writer.close()

5 More

information about the project can be found on their homepage [Adaa].
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5.2.3 Results
Test Setup In this test the new Generic Xdmf Writer has been used exclusively. The main emphasis lies on the test of a dynamic mesh as Nanoshock
is the only of the three projects that uses this feature. Additionally, the output of raw POSIX data has been tested with Nanoshock. All tests have been
carried out on the Linux Cluster at the LRZ. The output has been written to a
SCRATCH file system that uses IBM’s GPFS. The different runs have all been
configured with the same parameters which simulate a Sod shock6 . They have
been executed on 32 MPI processes.

Test Results Each test run computed the results for 55 timesteps. The HDF5
output took 506 seconds on average, the POSIX output 437 seconds. The pure
simulation without any output took 332 seconds to perform the 55 timesteps.
This means that the overhead caused by the data output is
506s − 332s
≈ 0.524 = 52.4%
332s
for the HDF5 output and
437s − 332s
≈ 0.316 = 31.6%
332s
for the POSIX output.

Mesh Refinement The refinement of the mesh can clearly be seen in the first
timesteps of the simulation. Figure 5.5a shows the initial condition. The density
is high on the left and low on the right side. In the middle is a discontinuity.
The area around this discontinuity is particularly interesting. Therefore, the
resolution of the mesh is finer in this area. At timestep 4 the shockwave already
began to spread out. Figure 5.5b shows the visualization of this. The two
shockwave fronts, illustrated by abrupt changes in the coloring, can clearly be
seen on the right of the tube. In order to show these sharp edges of the density
in more detail, the mesh on the right side has been refined. In the left half,
however, a rather continuous density gradient can be seen. As it has not spread
very far to the left, no refinement was necessary in this area. At the 8th timestep
this changes and the simulation uses a finer mesh in the left half as well. This
can be seen in Figure 5.5c.

6A

brief explanation of the Sod shock by Balbás can be found here: http://www.csun.edu/
~jb715473/examples/euler1d.htm.
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(a) Sod shock simulation at (b) Sod shock simulation at (c) Sod shock simulation at
timestep 0
timestep 4
timestep 8

Figure 5.5: Mesh refinement in the Sod shock test
Output Files Using the HDF5 output only three files are generated. Two
.h5 files for the cell and vertex data and one .xdmf file to describe the data.
In the case of raw POSIX output, on the other hand, plenty more files are
generated. There is still one .xdmf file that combines all the heavy data files but
as described in Section 3.1.2 the mesh changes produce far more raw POSIX files.
A new mesh is written at every timestep. Therefore, there are 55 subdirectories,
one for each mesh. Inside every of those directories the files with the actual
values are stored. These contain the mesh information as well as the variable
values. In this Sod shock benchmark five variables are used. Each directory,
therefore, contains eight files. For the whole simulation this sums up to 441
files in total. Figure 5.6 shows this structure.
/
data/
0/
connect.bin
density.bin
energy.bin
geometry.bin
partition.bin
x_momentum.bin
y_momentum.bin
z_momentum.bin
...
...
54/
connect.bin
...
z_momentum.bin
data.xdmf
Figure 5.6: Structure of the Nanoshock output
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5.3 TerraNeo
The last project, the Generic Xdmf Writer has been integrated into, is TerraNeo.
It is used and developed inter alia by the Geophysics Groups of the LMU. The
integration for this project has been particularly interesting since it is the only
one of the three mentioned projects in this chapter that stores the data on
vertices instead of cells.

5.3.1 About TerraNeo
On a long timescale the mantle of the earth behaves very similar to a viscous
liquid, although much slower compared to fluids we encounter every day.
TerraNeo is designed to simulate convection in the earth’s mantle based on
this idea. Thereby it deals with horizontal motion as well as vertical motion.
The horizontal motion is mainly of interest with respect to the movement of
tectonic plates and resulting phenomena such as earthquakes and mountain
building. On the other hand vertical motion produces lateral pressure gradients
underneath the surface and its tectonic plates. These forces are the main power
for inducing changes to the appearance of the earth. [Rüd]
In order to model the earth’s mantle a special grid structure is used. This
consists of an icosahedron projected radially onto the surface of a sphere. The
resulting 20 spherical triangles are then subdivided into smaller triangular
shapes using midpoint refinement. Because the surface of the sphere alone
is not sufficient to calculate motion, pressure, heat, and other parameters
underneath, the mesh needs depth. In order to obtain that, the generated
triangular shapes are extruded radially in towards the center of the sphere
effectively building prism-like shapes. The result is a thick spherical shell. This
mesh is generated at the beginning of the simulation and does not change over
time.
TerraNeo is the continutation of the project TERRA. The first version of TERRA
was developed in the mid 1980ies. Since then the code has continously been
refactored and enhanced with additional model capabilities, see [JP85] and
[Dav+13]. Though the mesh refinement described in the latter paper is currently
not available in the community version of TERRA.
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5.3.2 Integration
Unlike the other two projects, TerraNeo has not been using the original XdmfWriter in any way in the past. The integration of the Generic Xdmf Writer
has been done in collaboration with the chair for geophysics at the LMU.
In the first step of the integration process, a proof of concept has been set up.
For this, the mesh generating part of the simulation has been taken separately.
Using it, a minimal working example could be created.
writer := Xdm f Writer < wedge > (”vertexVar”, . . . )
mesh := generateMesh(. . . )
writer.setNewMesh(mesh)
for 8 timesteps do
writer.writeData(”vertexVar”, randomValues)
end for
writer.close()
The XdmfWriter is initialized for a wedge topology. Because TerraNeo uses data
in vertices, one vertex variable is used in the example. After the initialization,
the mesh generating method of TerraNeo is used to create a new mesh and
set it in the XdmfWriter. This can be done once before the simulation of the
timesteps since TerraNeo uses static meshes exclusively. In order to verify the
writing of cell data, 8 timesteps get produced and write random double values.
Eventually, the XdmfWriter gets closed.
Using this test setup the functionality with vertex variables and TerraNeo’s
wedge topology has been proven. For performance results, however, the
Generic Xdmf Writer has been integrated into the actual simulation by
Mohr [Moh17], based on the program flow of the example. Although the
Generic Xdmf Writer should be used in the TerraNeo project in the long run,
it has been integrated into the predecessor, TERRA, first. Information about
the TERRA project can be found in [JP85] and [OBM06]. The TERRA project
shares important characteristics regarding the mesh and output with TerraNeo.
Therefore, the proof of concept can be used for the integration into both projects
equally.
Since TERRA is written in Fortran but the Generic Xdmf Writer is a C++
library, an interface has been established. This initializes the XdmfWriter and
keeps a static pointer to it. Furthermore, it passes all writing actions to the
XdmfWriter. Since the current output mechanism of TERRA does not need the
mesh described in Topology and Geometry, another class of the interface gathers
this mesh information and passes it to the XdmfWriter as well.
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5.3.3 Results
Test Setup This performance test was done by Mohr [Moh17]. For the test
a mesh is generated with a total of 84,541,698 vertices and 167,772,160 cells.
It is run in 128 MPI processes. The output of the Generic Xdmf Writer
is compared to the output of the VTKW writer. The VTKW writer is the
former output writer of TERRA. It is implemented as a C plugin which outputs
the data as unstructured mesh files in the VTU format. The VTKW writer
produces one file for each processor and write event and converts 64-bit floating
point numbers into 32-bit floating point numbers. The test was carried out on
TETHYS-2G, the second generation of the Munich Tectonic High-Performance
Simulator.7 Six nodes were used for the computation. The output was written
to a SCRATCH file system on a Hitachi HNAS (BlueArc Mercury 55 + Hitachi
Unified Storage).

Test Results The VTKW writer produces one file per process and writing
event and an additional meta-file for ParaView. Consequently, after one timestep
there are 129 files in the VTKW output whereas the Generic Xdmf Writer
only generates three. Nevertheless, the total file size of the XDMF output is
about 3.2 times larger. This is reasonable because the VTKW writer converts
floating point data from a 64-bit to a 32-bit representation. Additionally, the
Generic Xdmf Writer represents the vertex indices in the connectivity using
64-bit unsigned integers. The VTKW writer, on the other hand, uses 32-bit
signed integers for the connectivity. This is justified by the assumption that
one MPI process in TERRA will never have more than 2 · 109 vertices. Finally,
the Generic Xdmf Writer stores information about the partitioning as an
additional variable. In the VTKW writer this feature has been turned off.
The execution time of the Generic Xdmf Writer compared to the VTKW writer
differs by a factor between 3.39 and 5.05 over five test runs. The lower value is
reasonable since the amount of data written by the Generic Xdmf Writer is
3.2 times larger. The upper value, however, clearly exceeds this factor for larger
data. This variability is due to the fact that the BlockBuffer mechanism of the
Generic Xdmf Writer was not yet available for the execution of these tests.
Depending on the way the processes were aligned to the file system blocks, the
execution times varied.8
The visualization of the output looks the same for both writers. Figure 5.7 shows
the comparison of the temperature data model from Schuberth et al. [Sch+09].
7 More

information about the cluster can be found in [OBM06].
the difference between the independent and the collective buffer variants of shared
file output in Section 2.2.1.
8 Compare
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The two HDF5 output files show the intended structure of one subgroup for
the mesh containing the cell or vertex datasets respectively. This is illustrated
in Figure 5.8.

Figure 5.7: Comparison visualization of the temperature data model from Schuberth et al. [Sch+09] using the VTKW output on the left and the
Generic Xdmf Writer output on the right. Author: Mohr [Moh17]

Figure 5.8: Structure of the HDF5 output. Author: Mohr [Moh17]
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This work presented the development of a generic output writer that can be
used with many different mesh-based HPC applications. An existing library
provided the basis and was extended by new functionality in order to make it
applicable to more use cases. In this process, solutions to important I/O aspects
were maintained and augmented to the new requirements.
All new features are successfully implemented in the new Generic Xdmf
Writer. The possibility to set a new mesh at any time is now offered to
simulations using this new library. Refinements on interesting areas in the
simulation are therefore supported by the Generic Xdmf Writer natively and
no workaround needs to be used anymore. Also the capability to store data
located in vertices in the same way as data in cells makes this library suitable for
a wider range of applications. Compared to the original XdmfWriter the option
to use the Generic Xdmf Writer for HDF5 and POSIX output without the
need to recompile it, makes it usable in a much more flexible manner. Finally,
more topologies are supported by the Generic Xdmf Writer. Applications
can now use the Generic Xdmf Writer for their hexahedral or wedge shaped
meshes as well.
The integration into three projects has shown the potential of the Generic
Xdmf Writer. All three have very different characteristics. Some use static
meshes, other refine their meshes. Some store their data in cells, whereas
another one stores it in vertices. Nevertheless, the Generic Xdmf Writer
has been integrated into all of them with great success. In all three cases the
correct output is written. In doing so, the Generic Xdmf Writer shows good
scalability and performance. It shows comparable runtimes for the output
generation as the original XdmfWriter, although it is more generic and offers
more functionality.
However, the issue concerning the BlockBuffer in combination with the dynamic mesh feature still has to be solved. Even though a possible solution is
elaborated and described in Section 5.1.3 about the integration into SeisSol,
its implementation could not be realized in the timeframe of this thesis. The
solution of this issue may be the next step in the further development of the
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Generic Xdmf Writer library. Thereby, the performance of the Generic Xdmf
Writer will increase and become more stable.
A further step might be the integration into the project ExaHyPE. ExaHyPE
uses a dynamic mesh and cell data just like Nanoshock. Therefore, the Generic
Xdmf Writer would be applicable to this project and could be used therein
as well. ExaHyPE, however, has a different internal structure that makes the
integration more difficult. Timesteps do not get written at once but in small
incremental patches. These patches contain the mesh information and data
values for one cell at a time. This structure is converse to the current API of the
Generic Xdmf Writer which expects the mesh to be set first and then all the
data values. Therefore, this challenge may be a very interesting continuation of
this thesis.
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Acronyms
API Application Programming Interface.
CPU Central Processing Unit.
ERC European Research Council.
GPFS General Parallel File System.
GPGPU General Purpose Graphical Processing Unit.
GUI graphical user interface.
HDF5 Hierarchical Data Format 5.
HPC high-performance computing.
LMU Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München.
LRZ Leibniz-Rechenzentrum.
MPI Message Passing Interface.
TUM Technische Universität München.
XDMF Extensible Data Model and Format.
XML Extensible Markup Language.
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